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Introduction
Since the introduction of fast Fourier transform spectrometers, the quality of spectra has improved considerably.
In many applications of vibrational spectroscopy the analyst is interested not only in the qualititative chemical nature of the investigated sample, but also in the quantitative determination of basic aspects of polymeric structure: state of order, configurational and conformational regularity, molecular orientation, etc. Sets of high-quality spectra open possibilities to obtain direct and accurate information on the physical or chemical state of sub-* Corresponding author. stances from curve resolution of spectra. However, proper and unambiguous fitting, necessary for obtaining accurate quantitative measures, is not simple. The steps to resolve a peak pattern in its individual components involve two major activities. First, estimates of the number of peaks and their corresponding peak positions, widths at half height and intensities have to be determined to build the mathematical model for the subsequent next step, the parameter optimization. Since the mathematical model is nonlinear and since it cannot be solved analytically, a search procedure is required. This second step can either be served by 'traditional' steepest descent like procedures or by non-local search procedures such as genetic algorithms (GAS). To illustrate the presentday possibilities in this respect, the development of a peak-fit model and the curve fitting of infrared spectra of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) yarns is described.
Error sources related to spectral curve fitting
:.: I Curve fitting can be a long and complicated task if the underlying mathematical model is not known, or fairly accurate initial estimates of the parameters in the model cannot be obtained. Moreover, a close fit to the experimental profile does not always lead to physical relevant peak parameters if the problem is overdetermined;
i.e. many sets of parameters may give equal close fits to the experimental spectrum. A quantitative study on the influences of the degree of overlap, the number of unresolved bands on the fitting results of theoretical and experimental infrared spectra was given by Vandeginste and De Galan [l] . method used for curve fitting. In contrast, error source 3 originates from the optimization method. Error sources 1 and 2 originate from the experiTraditionally, local searching optimization methmental data, including the way the latter are colods are most widely applied, e.g. the Gauss-Newton lected and prepared for the subsequent optimization minimization method for nonlinear models. In con-trast, globally searching optimization methods are mation can be quantified by the area of the CH, more robust, i.e. less sensitive to initial estimates.
rocking vibration band at about 1045 cm-' and 899 Admittedly, the latter methods are computationally cm-r. Furthermore, the crystalline and amorphous more intensive as well, but with the advent of intram conformers show characteristic absorptions at creasingly faster and cheaper computers, computaabout 970 cm ' as a result of the C-O stretching tion times within practical limits become feasible.
mode.
Field of application; semi-crystalline polymers
The physical structure of semi-crystalline polymers can be described adequately by a two-phase model, consisting of alternating amorphous and crystalline regions. Using a combination of measuring techniques such as density, X-ray diffraction, pulse propagation, birefringence, and thermal analysis, a good impression of the parameters involved in such a model can de obtained [3] . These parameters proved to be quite useful in understanding the relations between process conditions, physical yarn structure and (thermo)mechanical properties [4, 5] . A problem is to obtain a more detailed picture of the amorphous regions. Whereas the structure of the crystals can be studied in detail, using X-ray diffraction techniques, the information about the amorphous regions is limited through rough overall quantities such as the average orientation of the molecules or the average size of the amorphous regions. In Fig. 1 the usual model for an amorphous region as encapsulated between two crystals is depicted. As a first approximation, the crystals can be considered as stiff blocks. Therefore, it is clear that the molecular arrangement in the amorphous regions determines the mechanical behaviour of the yarn to a large extent. A quantitative study on these relations has been described elsewhere [4] . From the literature, evidence has emerged that infrared spectroscopy is able to provide more detailed information on structural features of the amorphous regions [6-81 as shown in the following two examples.
Polarized infrared spectroscopy may give information on the (local) orientational order parameters of polymer fibers. From the dichroism of an infrared band, the orientation of that part of the molecule which takes part in the vibration mode involved can be obtained. The dichroic ratios are calculated as '4, with A,, and A I indicating the integrated area of the absorbance peak for the parallel and perpendicular polarized spectra, respectively.
From D, the Herman's orientation function can be calculated:
where D, depends on the angle (Y between the transition moment and the molecular axis. 8 represents the angle between the polymer-chain axis and the fiber axis The ethylene groups in the amorphous domains of semi-crystalline PET occur in two conformations, namely the gauche and the tram conformation. As can be concluded from Fig. 2 , molecular chains containing a lot of gauche will be coiled strongly, whereas tram conformers in series give rise to extended chains. Clearly, crystals only contain trans. In the infrared spectrum, the amount of gauche conforSince the quantitative characterization of the physical state and orientational order is directly related to areas of bands, it is expected that the accuracy of characterization is directly related to the accuracy of estimation of the peak areas. In general, IR spectra contain a large number of strongly overlapping bands, which makes direct estimation of individual peak areas impossible. Therefore an accurate and robust curve fitting algorithm is needed. 
Samples
A subset of 94 representative PET yarns was selected from 295 yarns, originating from a large experiment in which process conditions such as chip viscosity, winding speed, draw ratio, drawing temperature, and relaxation ratio had been varied. The physical structure of all these 94 yarns was characterized by five structure parameters [4] . These parameters were calculated from wide-angle X-ray diffraction patterns, density measurements, pulse propagation velocities and relative viscosity measurements and comprise: (1) the volume fraction of crystalline material (V,); (2) the yarn viscosity as a measure of the length of the molecules (TV,,); (3) an overall amorphous orientation factor (F,,); (4) a measure for the contour-length distribution factor of the tie chains between successive crystals (F,,); (5) the average volume of the individual amorphous regions (S,).
The samples were prepared for the Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) experiment by winding the yarn on a metal frame so that a smooth layer of approximately ten parallel monofilaments is formed. Specimens were examined using a Perkin Elmer 1800 Fourier transform infrared spectrometer with a nitrogen cooled MCT detector. From each sample parallel and perpendicular polarized spectra were recorded using a Spectra Tech Microscope accessory for PE 1800 with a spectral resolution of 4 cm-'. In Fig. 3 the variance of parallel and perpendicular spectra over all samples is shown for the region 4000-600 cm-'. It shows that the area of highest variance (originating from different physical structures) occurs in the region from 1100-700 cm-'. This is in agreement with earlier conclusions [6] . Therefore, fitting of the infrared spectra was confined to this region. The variances were calculated in the following way:
Development of the mathematical model
As a mathematical peak model, a sum of several Pearson VII lines was used [9] . On a theoretical basis IR absorption bands have Lorentzian profiles. However, a number of factors are known that result in a Gaussian broadening of the Lorentzian profile. Some of them have a chemical origin, others occur from the measuremental circumstances. The Pearson VII function provides the possibility of using a wide variety of lineshapes from Gaussian to Lorentzian and beyond [9] and was therefore adopted to build the model.
where I( v> = estimated spectrum; I,,, = intensity in the center of the peak i; v,,~ = peak position of peak i; H, = half-width of peak i; 2, = tailing factor of peak i; n = number of peaks; B(v) = baseline.
Use of domain knowledge
The infrared spectrum of PET has been well studied by many workers [lo-121. There are some differences in the vibrational assignments regarding certain IR bands in the polymer. It can be expected that peak positions of absorption bands corresponding to skeletal backbone vibrations would be affected by internal stress. These frequency shifts may not always be detectable due to overlapping of other bands. However, the use of domain knowledge is useful in determining approximate peak positions for a number of bands.
Peak detection using artificial neural networks
In an earlier publication, we presented a method for peak detection, based on artificial neural networks (ANN) [13] . This ANN is capable of detecting peaks in a spectrum. ANNs are now frequently subjected to calibrate nonlinear relations and to pattern recognition with great success [13-161. The ANN discussed here has been trained to estimate the number of bands, peak position(s) and bandwidth(s) of experimental spectra. A series of synthetic patterns of peaks varying from Lorentzian to Gaussian shapes with different degrees of overlap is used to train the ANN. The ANN, trained to recognize v0 in overlapping peak patterns, uses the first and second deriva- tives of I( V) to predict the presence or absence of a peak in V. The relation between these parameters and the presense or absence of a peak was learned by an ANN and not derived from mathematical formulations. Although the training set was set up using synthetic spectra without noise, the ANN was capable of detecting peaks in noisy synthetic peak patterns (Fig.  4 ) and in experimental peak patterns with different degree of overlap, provided that some noise was removed; to that end, a simple filter sufficed. More information is given in Ref. [13] .
As an illustration, an experimental IR spectrum of a parallel polarized poly(ethylene terephthalate) is shown in the upper graph in Fig. 5 . The estimation of some peak parameters is accomplished by scanning of the original profile employing a trained artificial neural network. The signal of the output neu- 
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ron is shown in the lower graph in Fig. 6 . It shows that the output neuron triggers when the center of the scanning window is positioned between the halfwidths of an (underlying) peak. From the signal of the output neuron, estimates of peak positions and halfwidths can be derived.
Baseline compensation with multiplicatioe scattering correction (MSC)
MSC has proved to be a useful correction method for absorbance shift in NIR reflectance spectroscopy [19] . Although MSC is originally applied to compensate for scattered straylight, it is also useful for compensation of baselines of transmittance IR as long as the variations originating from variations in physical structure are smaller than the variations due to baseline shifts. First, linear transformations are usually applied. The most common transformation is to transform transmission infrared spectra (T(V)) into absorbance spectra (I( v)) in the following way:
To eliminate the differences in baseline levels, MSC uses linear regression on spectral variables ver-700 800 900 1000 1100 700 800 900 1000 1100
Wavenumber cm-l Wavenumber cm-l sus average spectrum. If Z(V) is the (linearly transformed) spectrum of a sample and I(V) is the average (linearly transformed) spectrum, the parameters cx and p can be estimated by least-squares fit.
F contains the residual noise and structure information. MSC is applied to compensate for local optical pathway differences (i.e. local differences in yarn diameter or internal reflections).
These differences contribute to a transmission shift. The problem of fitting different baselines to each spectrum is reduced to the problem of fitting one baseline to all spectra. MSC correction for parallel polarized spectra of PET is shown in Fig. 6 .
Peak detection on series using two-dimensional couariance calculations
Recently, a general two-dimensional correlation method for infrared and Raman spectroscopy was introduced by Noda [17] . This method comprises the exertion of an external perturbation on a system while being monitored by an external electromagnetic probe. From the obtained time-resolved spectra, 800 900 1000 1100
Wavenumber cm-l two-dimensional spectra can be calculated. It contains information about time-dependent interactions of the physical state of the system. A similar time-independent approach is proposed by Barton et al. [18] . Here, a two-dimensional plot of correlation coefficients is calculated from the deviations with respect to the mean values of IR intensities at different wavenumbers.
This type of correlation-coefficient plot, based on a series of samples, always has constant value of unity at the diagonal position. For peak detection purposes it is more convenient to retain spectral information. Multiplication of the correlation matrix by the deviation matrix results in a covariance matrix. The diagonal represents the variance spectrum. The intensity of the two-dimensional covariante spectrum becomes When the number of spectra (n) is large and the variation in peak position is relatively small, two-dimensional covariance calculations is useful in the development of a suitable model for curve fitting. Since peaks with zero variance do not contribute to the intensity of the covariance signals, the two-dimensional covariance matrix may contain highly resolved peak patterns of structure dependent peaks. Moreover, information concerning correlated peaks can directly be obtained from the plot. To illustrate Only the correlation coefficien~ < -0.75 (Fig. 8a) and > 0.75 (Fig. 8b) cm-' originating from the same conformers in the amorphous regions of PET yarns. Although this peak could not be detected with our method using this specific data base, we added the band to our first estimate of the mathematical model. The area around the tram C-O-C stretching vibration (972 cm-' ) is rather complex (Fig. 8b) . The + covariance plot (Fig.  7b) suggests that the band consists of a sharp 'crystalline trans' peak and an asymmetric broad 'amorphous tram band. Since the vibration is a backbone vibration, internal stresses may cause an asymmetric peak shift towards lower wavenumbers. Earlier studies have shown that the 972 cm-' band is extremely sensitive to strain [6, 19] . Some information about orientational order and trans/gauche peaks could be derived directly from the plots. Although there are some recent developments in this field [20] , interpretation in terms of pure variables such as crystallinity and orientation distribution remains difficult. The +covariance and the -covariance spectra of dichroic as well as isotropic spectra could easily be used for peak detection purposes. Using the same procedure as described in Section 4.2, all two-dimensional plots were scanned by the neural network by taking all intersections. The output signal of the ANN is used to reconstruct the two-dimensional plots from which peaks and corresponding peak positions were taken by picking every block of ANN responses. Spikes were excluded.
In the previous sections we considered three methods which can be useful in finding initial estimates for the mathematical model, i.e. the pre-hybridization phase. These estimates can either serve as a starting point for a local search procedure or can be the center of the search volume for a non-local search procedure. In Table 1 , initial estimates for the fitting of parallel and perpendicular PET infrared spectra are listed. The table also shows the method with which each specific band had been detected. In many cases the methods are complementary.
Some peaks have only been detected with one of the methods. Although it remains uncertain if these peaks are artefacts resulting from the computational methods that are used, we have some indications that the detected peaks originate from vibrational modes. Each vibrational mode with contributions from the amorphous and the crystalline regions gives rise to a double peak in the infrared spectrum. A broad peak at 851 cm-' Table 2 Deviations from initial estimates of Table 1; and a small peak at 849 cm-' have been found by two-dimensional peak detection, possibly originating from tram conformers in crystalline and amorphous regions. The triple peak pattern at 875 cm-' is a benzene OOP vibration. Crystalline and amorphous IR-patterns for this band have been reported earlier [6] . In NMR studies associates of phenylene rings in the amorphous regions of PET have been detected [22] . But since there is no hard evidence that associates have been found in more extensive IR studies, it is not certain that this extra peak is assigned to benzene associates.
Genetic algorithms require a search volume instead of an initial setting. For the ith parameter, the value range can be defined in terms of a center value ci (see vo, I,,,, loi , H,, 2 in Table 1 ) and a deviation di: range R, = [ci -dj, ci + di]. The deviations for each of the Pearson VII parameters are given in Table 2 .
Fitting the mathematical model to the experimental data
All search techniques have in common that they basically aim to improve an initial estimate of the true solution. Local search techniques traditionally applied to tackle curve fitting problems are relatively fast in comparision to search techniques that employ non-local search heuristics, e.g., statistical 'cooling' algorithms (simulated annealing) or genetic algorithms. On the other hand, the latter techniques are less sensitive to local optimal points. For both local and global searches a fitness or error function is needed. The root mean square error (RMSE) between experimental and fitted spectrum is used as an evaluation criterium:
n-l
Gauss-Newton optimization methods
A steepest descent based curve fitting module with Gauss-Newton optimization method is successfully applied to a series of curve fitting problems in our laboratory. For brevity, we will refer to 'GN' whenever this method is meant. Curve fitting of both X-ray diffractometer scans of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) and nylon 6 yarns, and infrared spectra of PET yarns as well, was based on GN for optimizing peak parameters with a least-squares criterion extended with a Marquardt technique for forcing convergence and a technique for handling constraints [21] .
From X-ray diffractometer scans physically relevant parameters such as lattice parameters and apparent crystallite sizes of a sample can directly be calculated from peak positions and half-widths of the resolved bands. To obtain sufficiently accurate estimates of the various spectral parameters, a nonlinear curve fitting routine is necessary. For relatively simple diffractometer scans, the GN method works without problems. It operates fast and is not very sensitive to a priori estimates. As stated before, in complex peak patterns, initial estimates of the parameters in the model need to be accurate in order to prevent the fitting procedure from ending in a local optimum when using GN optimization. Moreover, we noticed that more time has to be spent on the development of a generally applicable model as the complexity of the spectra increases. The development of a 23-line model on infrared spectra for PET yams showed that a large number of constraints on band parameters and coupling of parallel and perpendicular spectra had to be incorporated into the computer model for a correct convergence of the GN optimization [6] . We have shown earlier that in fitting complex spectra, in which many bands display large overlaps, the steepest descent approach can fail by lack of accuracy of the initial estimates of the fit parameters, resulting in sub-optimal solutions. Genetic algorithms are less sensitive to local optima in our experiments in which we successfully revealed underlying peaks in highly overlapping peak patterns of X-ray diffraction patterns of poly(ethylene naphthalate) yarns [13] .
Curve fitting based on genetic algorithms
It is undesirable to force the optimization method to a solution by imposing constraints, if the problem is actually not over-dimensionalized, i.e., if there exists a unique combination of parameters that leads to a residual fit in the order of magnitude of the noise. Such a decision is unavoidable when using steepest descent methods in high-dimensional problems. There is therefore a need for fitting procedures which are less sensitive to local optimal points.
Genetic algorithms comprise a powerful and increasingly adhered search methodology which embraces principles of Darwinian evolution. They are especially suitable for complex, large-scale optimization; for more details about their concepts and operation, the reader is referred to Refs. 123-281.
Genetic algorithms are in general insensitive to ending up in local optima, i.e. they tend to approach the globally optimal solution irrespective of diverse starting conditions. We therefore say that genetic algorithms are robust, i.e. feature a good search accuracy. By contrast, the search precision of genetic algorithms is poor: upon replicating runs, there is a considerable spread in the end solutions, despite the good search accuracy; the average end solution is a reliable estimate of the global solution in general. Importantly, opposite properties often apply to traditional local optimization techniques, such as the afore-mentioned steepest descent method: a good search precision and a poor search accuracy, as pointed out above. Therefore, better overall performance can be attained in a sequential combination, where the genetic algorithm generates a 'best guess' that serves as a starting point for subsequent improvement (refinement) by the local technique. Such (and other) hybrid techniques are important in that the constituent methods mutually supplement each other for enhanced overall performance.
Software and hardware
The program CFIT (CurveFITter) uses a genetic algorithm to search the global minimum on the error landscape in the space spanned by the model parameters. The routines comprising CFIT are split into two parts: a domain-dependent part (concerning the problem representation and the error function) and the domain-independent part (concerning the genetic search heuristics). By domain-independent routines are meant routines that can be used for other domains as well; for our application these were ob-tained from the software library GATES [27] . The integration of all routines resulted in CFIT. The version of CFIT used here was written in ANSI C and runs under UNIX on an IBM RISC 6000 computer. We have published a short software description of CFIT [28] . Fitting a spectrum with 400 data points with a 22-line mathematical model in a lOOO-generation evolution period takes approximately 2.5 h calculation time.
Configuration of the genetic algorithm
A way to optimize the configuration of the genetic algorithm is to make educated guesses based on the expertise of the practitioners. The traditional approach is to apply optimization based on full factorial designs. Since it is undesirable to create a metaoptimization problem, we pursued a practical combined approach which comprised the following steps.
(1) A synthetic spectrum S(V) is created by selecting random peak parameters within the search volume as defined in Table 2 . Some noise is added to the synthetic spectrum. So S(V) has approximately the same complexity in search space as the 8 experimental IR spectra. However, the exact solution is known.
(2) A 26-* fractional factorial design was executed.
(3) From the results of the factorial design, the best parameter setting was chosen, based on the lowest root mean square error (RMSE) between experimen- tal and fitted spectrum after 500 generations. The settings are listed in Table 3 . In Fig. 10 two typical GA runs are depicted. The solid line represents the evolution of RMSE of fit for the best configuration of the GA as listed in Table 3 . The dotted line shows RMSE evolution for configuration as in Table 3 but with number-of-breakpoints = 20 and population size = 50. After 500 generations we post-hybridized the ultimate GA solution with a steepest descent based curve fitting module with Gauss-Newton optimization, as described previously. Both GA solutions improved as a result of the sequential hybridization. However, the final I PC #2 RMSE after steepest descent optimization of the poorly configured GA was considerably higher than the mean square error (MSE) of the noise added to S(V). Also there was a considerable deviation of the Table 5 . Table 4 .
Fitting of experimental profiles
With boundaries formulated around the initial estimates as written in Table 1 and 2, an evolutionary run of 1000 generations was excerted on the isotropic spectrum which had the lowest RMSE with respect to the mean spectrum. The parameters of the best fit in each population after respectively 1, 5, 10, 20, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150, 250, 500 and 1000 generations were used as initial estimates for a Gauss-Newton fit. Because several GN fits from GA estimates resulted in different converged final estimates we may conclude that many local optimal points were present in the search space (Table 5 ). The area in the solution space with the lowest RMSE values is not explored by the genetic algorithm since the RMSE value gradually decreases with the number of generations to a value which is clearly higher (RMSE = 8 X 10m2 > than the final estimates of the subsequent GN fits (RMSE = 3 X 10p2). Both methods seem to optimize on a different 'level' of complexity. More evidence for this can be given by examination of the search trajectory. After each generation, the estimates of all 22 peak areas of the best solution in the population was stored. The resulting data matrix (dimension: 22 X 1000) was subjected to principal component analysis.
In Fig. 11 , a projection of the trajectory in seach space is given in a PCA score plot. In this plot 75% of the original variation in peak area could be retained in two dimensions. The figure suggests that the genetic algorithm is capable to explore the search space (generation O-40) and to exploit the search space (40-10001, without change in the parameter setting of the algorithm. During the evolutionary run, the various subsequent steepest descent like optimization procedures ended in local optima as shown in Table 5 . These local optima are situated in a region of the search space area not explored by the genetic algorithm. If we assume that there is an ambiguity in search space, i.e. different combinations of peak parameters give an almost equally close fit to the experimental profile, the sets of peak parameters which give good fits are strongly correlated. Genetic algorithms do not make use of correlations since they are only based on random mutations and cross-overs with preservation of the best solution. GN based procedures use correlation to optimize to a final estimate. Since the GN-RMSE values are correlated with the GA-RMSE values, we consider the search accuracy to be high for GA (in finding the region in which the absolute minimal RMSE is located) and the search precision to be high for GN (in finding the local minimal RMSE). By repeating the experiments 14 times (for different random initial populations) with 1000 generations and subsequent GN post-hybridization, it was observed that for most of the peak areas, the standard deviations of the fit are low (Table 6 ). Ambiguous fitting results may be expected in the 877 cm -l, 851 cm-' and in the 818 cm-' region. Although the RMSE values are low, the standard deviations of these peaks are unacceptably high.
Conclusions and outlook
We have shown that GAS feature a good search accuracy, although the search precision is poor. The opposite properties apply to the GN technique. The combination of both procedures combines good search accuracy and precision. Special attention has to be paid to the exchange from GA to GN. If the evolution period for the GA is too short, the resulting estimates for the GN method are not accurate enough to prevent ill-defined parameter values. If the evolution time is taken much longer than necessary, there is an appreciable waste of computation time. We have now fitted all spectra with the GA-GN procedure and quantitative relations between band parameters and structural features such as crystallinity and orientation were obtained. The interpretation of the results is beyond the scope of this paper and will soon be published elsewhere.
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